


Introduction: In the elementary classroom, complex texts are gateways to new worlds, ideas,
and vocabularies. They challenge students to think critically and to engage deeply with
content, which demands thoughtful preparation and the use of evidence-based strategies by
teachers. The "PREPARED" framework provides a systematic approach to engaging with these
texts, focusing on key stages before, during, and after reading.  This guide can be used with
any curricular resource. 

P - Purpose Set for Reading: Establishing a clear objective for reading to guide students'
focus and comprehension.
R - Retrieve Prior Knowledge and Build Background Knowledge: Activating and
expanding students' existing knowledge relevant to the text.
E - Examine Critical Vocabulary: Identifying and understanding key vocabulary to deepen
text comprehension.
P - Pause and Reflect with Metacognition: Encouraging students to think about their
thinking process while reading to enhance understanding.
A - Apply Active Reading Strategies: Utilizing active reading strategies to engage with the
text, such as annotating and questioning.
R - Read the Text: Students Do the Heavy Lifting: Engaging students directly with the
text, including reading aloud and independent reading for deeper comprehension.
E - Engage in summarizing and paraphrasing: Summarizing the text to distill its main
ideas and paraphrasing those ideas to express understanding in one's own words.
D - Discuss and Question: Going Deeper After Reading the Text: Facilitating discussions
and posing questions to deepen understanding and engagement with the text.

This approach considers the text's Lexile level, its complexity, and qualitative aspects like
language richness, thematic depth, and narrative structure. For example, understanding the
nuanced language in a historical fiction piece, exploring the layered themes in a science
article, or deciphering the intricate plot in a classic novel. Ideal for teachers, this guide also
serves as a crucial resource for instructional coaches and educational leaders, offering
comprehensive tools like step-by-step instructions, checklists, learning stations, rubrics, and
instructional routine cards to foster effective planning and implementation of complex texts.

This guide is focused on students doing the heavy lifting of reading the complex text through
the use of Gradual Release of Responsibility. This is in an effort to improve reading, writing,
and discussion skills and build knowledge. Read Alouds also serve an important role in a
complex text, and we do not address that in this resource except as a model for students. 

P.R.E.P.A.R.E.D. FOR
COMPLEX TEXTS
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Instructional coaches can use this detailed guide to
mentor teachers in enhancing and refining their l iteracy
instruction.  The breakdown of strategies offers a r ich
resource for coaching sessions to ensure a more
guaranteed and viable curriculum across classrooms.
Coaches can use these strategies in one-on-one or
group professional development sessions.  They can
observe teachers using these strategies in the
classroom and provide targeted feedback to improve
teaching and learning. PREPARED can be used with any
curricular resource.  

COACHES

Educational leaders can use this information to
understand and support effective l iteracy instruction in
their schools.  It  helps them recognize and promote
teaching practices that faci l itate deeper understanding
of complex texts.  Leaders can encourage professional
learning centered around these strategies,  evaluate
classroom effectiveness based on the before,  during,
and after reading complex text strategies,  and provide
resources or support to implement these strategies
school-wide.  PREPARED can be used with any curricular
resource.  

 Teachers can use the practical  classroom strategies to
refine and enhance their instruction,  ensuring they are
effectively engaging students before,  during, and after
reading complex texts.  The explicit  steps for ' I  do (teach
and model) ,  We do (guided practice) ,  You do (application)
provide a structured approach to lesson planning and
gradual release of responsibil ity during instructional
delivery.  Teachers can directly implement these
strategies in their lesson plans,  monitor student progress
using the provided guidelines,  and adapt their teaching
methods based on the feedback and monitoring
suggestions.  PREPARED can be used with any curricular
resource.  

TEACHERS

P.R.E.P.A.R.E.D. FOR
COMPLEX TEXTS

TEACHERS, LEADERS,
COACHES (TLC)

LEADERS
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RELEASE OF
RESPONSIBILITY

This guide and the steps within are built around the Gradual Release of Responsibility model.
The model scaffolds the teacher leading (I do), then dancing together (we do), and finally the
students dancing on their own (you do). If the students stumble, the teacher steps back in to
help with another we do or I do. Once you have explicitly taught a strategy and feel like most
of your students are getting it, let students try it without the I do, and we do. Then back up as
needed or pull small groups that need extra support and let the rest of the students apply
what you have taught them. Monitor and provide support. 

Example using Metacognition

I Do (Model and Demonstration): "Watch me as I read this paragraph. I'm going to stop
halfway and ask myself: 'Why did the character do that?' This helps me understand the story
better because I'm thinking about the character's reasons, just like I would think about why
a friend did something in real life."
We Do (Guided Practice and Feedback): "Let's read the next few lines together. When we
reach the comma, we'll pause, and I'll ask: 'What do you think is happening here?' Then you
can use the sentence starter, 'I think this is happening because...' to share your ideas."
You Do (Student Application of Learning): "Now it's your turn. Read the next sentence
independently and use the prompt 'I wonder why...' to reflect on your reading. Write down
your thoughts. If you get stuck, we can discuss it together as a group."
In this approach, the teacher demonstrates how to engage in metacognition and then
practices it with the students, providing support and sentence starters. Finally, the students
try it independently, with the understanding that they can return to group discussion if
needed. 

Note: Teacher monitors and provides support and goes back to a we do or I do as necessary.
As students need less of the we do and I do for a certain strategy, teachers can begin with the
you do and provide a we do and I do as needed. Monitoring and support is critical with the
gradual release of responsibility. 

You Do (Student Application of Learning): "Start by reading the next section of the text on
your own. Remember to pause after key sentences and reflect on what you're reading. Use
the sentence starter 'I wonder why...' to help you understand the text. If you feel confused or
unsure, we can discuss it together."
We Do (Guided Practice and Feedback): "Now let's read together. I'll stop us at certain
points, and we can use sentence starters like 'I think this is happening because...' to discuss
our thoughts. I'll help guide the discussion and answer any questions."
I Do (Model and Demonstration): "Let me show you how I reflect on the text as I read. I'll
read aloud and stop to ask myself questions about the text, like, 'Why did the character do
that?' Watch and listen as I think through the passage. This is what you can do too when
you're reading on your own."
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Teacher Steps (I do, we do, you do):
I Do: Model identifying the purpose by reading
the title and introduction aloud and sharing what
I aim to understand by reading the text. Connect
purpose to learning objectives (essential
questions, learning targets, and success criteria). 
We Do: Together, we preview section headings
and discuss possible learning outcomes and
connections to learning objectives. 
You Do: Teacher monitors and supports as
needed while students individually write a
statement of purpose for their reading,
connecting it to the learning objectives. 

Student Steps (I do, we do, you do):
I Do: Students articulate what they think they will
learn from the text based on the title and text
features (i.e., graphics). 
We Do: In pairs, students discuss their purposes
and how reading the text will help them achieve
the learning objectives and how it might connect
to their lives and community.
You Do: Each student writes down a personal
goal for their reading, considering what they
hope to understand or learn.

Scaffold Ideas: Provide a clear, student-friendly
explanation of the text's purpose. Use visual aids like
posters or slides to illustrate the objective.

Additional Resources for Purpose: 
Instructional Routine Cards p. 34-37 

BEFORE READING
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Teacher Language:
Previewing the Text:

"Class, today we are going to read [Title of the Text]. Let's take a moment to look at the title,
headings, and any pictures or graphs in the text. These features give us clues about what
we'll be learning."

Sharing the Purpose:
"The purpose of reading this text is to [explain the specific purpose, aligning it with learning
objectives]. This will help us understand [mention key topics or themes]."

Guiding Discussion:
"Now, let's talk about why this reading is important for us. How do you think reading this will
help you become better readers and writers? What knowledge will you gain from it? How
does this fit into our learning objective for this lesson/unit?"

Student Language:
Reviewing Text Features:

"Let's look at the title, headings, and other features. Based on these, I think this text might be
about [students share their thoughts based on the text features]."

Discussing Learning Aims:
"I'm discussing with my peers what we aim to learn from this text. I think this will help me
[students share with their peers what they hope to learn or achieve by reading the text]."

Writing Down Personal Goals:
"Now, I'm writing down my personal learning goals related to this text. My goal is to improve
my understanding of [specific topic] and enhance my [reading/writing/discussion] skills. This
aligns with our learning objectives by [students connect their goals to the broader learning
objectives]."

Teacher Steps Student Steps

1.Preview the text to identify the purpose
1.Review the title, headings, and any
text headings to anticipate content.

2. Share the purpose with the students, liking it to
the learning objectives (essential questions,
earning targets, and success criteria)

2. Discuss with peers what they aim
to learn from the text.

3. Guide students through a discussion on how this
reading fits into their learning journey. How will
reading this help students become better readers
and writers? What knolwege will they gain? How
will this help them achieve their learning goals.

3. Write down personal learning
goals related to the text (i.e.
purpose, improving reading,
writing, and discussion skills,
meeting learning objectives).

INSTRUCTIONAL ROUTINE AND EXAMPLES

EXAMPLE TEACHER AND STUDENT LANGUAGE
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Teacher Steps (I do, we do, you do):
I Do: Share a story or fact from my knowledge or a
previous lesson or unit that connects to the text's
topic. You could also use an anticipation guide to
connect to students’ prior knowledge. 
We Do: Conduct small group discussions where
students contribute what they already know
about the topic from a previous lesson or unit or
their own background knowledge. 
You Do: Teacher monitors and provides support
as groups of students organize their knowledge
(i.e., a K-W-L chart or other graphic organizer)
about the text's subject (Note: If first time using
K-W-L, provide explicit instruction to the entire
class). 

Student Steps (I do, we do, you do):
I Do: Students think about what they already
know about the text's subject and make
connections to previous lessons and units. 
We Do: In small groups, students listen to teacher
directions and questions and then exchange
information and build upon each other's ideas
using question and discussion protocols.
You Do: In groups, partners, or individually, each
student organizes their knowledge through
writing or sketches something they know about
the topic (i.e., K-W-L). 

Scaffold: Use graphic organizers, such as K-W-L
charts or mind maps, to help students organize their
thoughts and connect to the text.

Additional Resources for Prior Knowledge and
Background Knowledge: 

Instructional Routine Cards p. 34-37

BEFORE READING
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Teacher's Script:
Activating Prior Knowledge:

"Let's begin our exploration of [Topic]. To connect what we're about to learn with what we
already know, I'll share a brief story from my experience or a recap of our last lesson. [Share a
personal story or relevant content from a previous lesson]. Now, think about how this relates
to our new topic."

Facilitating Group Discussions:
"I've arranged you into small groups. In your groups, discuss what you already know about
[Topic]. Use these questions [provide specific questions] to guide your discussion.
Remember, everyone's ideas are valuable, so listen and build on what your classmates say."

Guiding Knowledge Organizer Creation:
"Now, as a class, we're going to create a K-W-L chart. This will help us organize what we know
(K), what we want to know (W), and later, what we've learned (L) about [Topic]. Let's start with
the 'K' column. What do you already know?"

Students' Script:
Reflecting on Topic Knowledge:

"Based on what the teacher shared and what I remember from before, I know [students
think about and note down what they already know about the topic]."

Sharing in Groups:
"In my group, I'm sharing my thoughts about [Topic]. I'm also listening to my classmates and
adding to their ideas. We're using these questions [refer to provided questions] to help us
discuss."

Contributing to Knowledge Organizer:
"Together with my classmates, I'm contributing to our class K-W-L chart. In the 'K' column,
I'm writing what we collectively know about [Topic]. This will help us see what we understand
as a group and what we want to learn more about."

INSTRUCTIONAL ROUTINE AND EXAMPLES

EXAMPLE TEACHER AND STUDENT LANGUAGE

Teacher Steps Student Steps

1.Share a relevant personal story or previous
lesson's content to activate prior knowledge
(i.e., use an anticipation guide). 

1.Reflect on what they already know
about the topic.

2. Facilitate group discussions for students to
share their knowledge.Plan for intentional
groups and question and discussion protocols. 

2. Share and build on each other's ideas
in small groups.

3. Support students as they create a K-W-L
chart or similar organizer.

3. Contribute to the class's collective
knowledge organizer.
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Teacher Steps (I do, we do, you do):
I Do: Introduce and discuss critical vocabulary
from the text (usually identified in lesson and unit
planning), using explicit instruction and scaffolds
as needed (images, examples, non-examples,
sentence frames). 
We Do: Practice the words together through a
matching activity or using words in a sentence
and provide sentence frames as needed. 
You Do: The teacher monitors and provides
support as students create examples and non-
examples with the new vocabulary and share
them with their peers using the words in
complete sentences. Students identify if it is an
example of a non-example. 

Student Steps (I do, we do, you do):
I Do: Students listen to the teacher's instructions
and then practice saying the word and using it in
a sentence with teacher support. 
We Do: Listen to teacher directions. With peers,
say the word and match it to the correct
definition and/or use it in a sentence using
sentence frames as needed. 
You Do: Students create examples and non-
examples with the new vocabulary and share
them with their peers using the words in
complete sentences. Students identify if it is an
example of a non-example. 

Scaffold: Introduce challenging vocabulary with
images, synonyms, and antonyms. Use vocabulary
games to reinforce understanding.
Additional Resources for Vocabulary: 

Additional Resources for Prior Knowledge and
Background Knowledge: 

Instructional Routine Cards p. 34-37 
Vocabulary Ideas for Practice p. 46

BEFORE READING
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Teacher Script:
Identify Vocabulary:

"I have selected critical vocabulary words from our text. Let's explore these words
together. I will introduce each word and its definition and use it in a sentence. Look
at these images, which also illustrate each word."

"Today, one of the critical vocabulary words we're focusing on is 'analyze.' Let's
break it down. To analyze something means to examine it in detail to understand
it better or to find important information. Now, let me use it in a sentence:
'Scientists analyze data from experiments to conclude.' Look at these images
showing different scenarios where analysis is used, like a scientist looking at test
tubes or a detective examining clues."

Engage in Practice Activities:
"Now, let's do some activities to practice these words. We'll use matching games, fill-
in-the-blanks, and create sentences using these new words."

Student Script:
Participate in Introduction Activities:

"I'm participating in the vocabulary activities, listening to the word definitions, saying
the word and definition, and looking at the images."

Use Words in Context:
"I'm using the new vocabulary words in sentences and sharing my examples with
my peers. I'm also creating personal vocabulary cards to add to my journal."

INSTRUCTIONAL ROUTINE AND EXAMPLES

Teacher Steps Student Steps

1.Identify critical vocabulary from the text
during lesson planning.

1.Participate in vocabulary introduction
activities.

2. Introduce new words with definitions,
images, and examples. 

2. Use new words in sentences and
share examples with peers.

3. Engage the class in activities to practice the
new vocabulary.

3. Create personal vocabulary cards for
reference and study or add to a
vocabulary journal

EXAMPLE TEACHER AND STUDENT LANGUAGE
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Teacher Steps (I do, we do, you do):
I Do: Read aloud a complex sentence and
demonstrate my thinking process to understand
it.
We Do: Together, we read a paragraph, and I
prompt students to express their thoughts or
confusion.
You Do: Students read a section silently and note
down their reflections or questions.

Student Steps (I do, we do, you do):
I Do: Students listen to teacher examples of
metacognition and think about what they are
reading and how they can identify parts of the
text they understand well or find confusing.
We Do: Practice with the teacher and then in
pairs or small groups, students share their
thoughts and clarify misunderstandings
paragraph by paragraph. 
You Do: Each student keeps a reading journal
where they write reflections on each section read
or add sticky notes as annotations for using
metacognitive strategies. 

Scaffold Ideas: Give students sentence starters or
prompts to help them articulate their thoughts
during metacognitive pauses.

Additional Resources for Metacognition: 
Instructional Routine Cards p. 34-37
Sentence Starters p. 42-43

DURING READING
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Teacher Script:
Model Reflective Reading:

"As I read this passage aloud, listen to how I pause and think about what I'm reading.
Notice how I question and connect the text with what I know."

Guide Group Reflections:
"Now, as we read together, I will stop at planned points and ask questions. Share
your thoughts and questions about the text."

Student Script:
Practice Metacognitive Thinking:

"I'm following the teacher's model and thinking about my understanding of the text.
What does this make me wonder about? How does this connect to what I know?"

Share in Group Readings:
"During our group reading, I'm sharing my thoughts and questions. I'm also writing
down my reflections in my journal or annotating the text."

INSTRUCTIONAL ROUTINE AND EXAMPLES

Teacher Steps Student Steps

1.Model reading a passage and verbalize your
reflective thought process.

1.Follow along with the teacher's
modeling and practice metacognitive
thinking.

2. Encourage students to share their
understanding and questions during group
readings. Preplan stopping points and
questions you will ask students. 

2. Share their thoughts and questions
during group readings.

3. Provide sentence starters and prompts to aid
students in metacognitive reflection.

3. Annotate or journal their reflections
during independent reading.

POSSIBLE TEACHER AND STUDENT LANGUAGE
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A - Apply Active Reading Strategies
Teacher Steps (I do, we do, you do):

I Do: Demonstrate how to annotate a text by
underlining key points and writing questions in
the margins in print and electronically. 
We Do: As a class, we annotate a new section
together, discussing our findings.
You Do: The teacher monitors and provides
support as students annotate a portion of the text
independently, employing strategies we've
practiced.

Student Steps (I do, we do, you do):
I Do: Students listen and learn how to annotate
text, identify key points, and write questions in
the margins to make predictions about the text
and note key information as they read.
We Do: In pairs, students compare annotations
and discuss their significance.
You Do: Students independently create a
summary or graphic representation of the text
segment.

Scaffold Ideas: Provide annotation tools, such as
highlighters and sticky notes, and model how to use
them effectively in the text.

Additional Resources for Apply Active Reading
Strategies: 

Instructional Routine Cards p. 34-37
Additional Active Reading Strategies (Before,
During, and After Reading the Text) p. 22-25

Note: There are many active reading strategies;
annotation is just one example.

DURING READING
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Teacher's Script
Demonstrating Active Reading Strategies:

"Today, we're focusing on active reading strategies that will enhance your comprehension and
engagement with the text. Watch closely as I demonstrate annotating a passage. Notice how I
underline important points, write questions in the margins, and make connections to what
we've already learned. These annotations will help us think deeply about the text."

Guiding Shared Reading with Strategies:
"Let's apply these strategies together now. We'll read the next section as a class. As we go
through it, I'll pause occasionally for us to annotate together. Think about the main ideas, any
questions you have, and connections you can make to other texts or experiences. This shared
practice will help you understand how to apply these strategies effectively."

Observing and Assisting Independent Application:
"Now, I'd like each of you to continue reading the next part of the text on your own. Use the
strategies we practiced. I'll be walking around the room to observe and assist. If you're stuck or
have a question, just raise your hand. Afterwards, I'll provide specific feedback to help you refine
your strategy use."

Student's Script
Practicing Strategies in Group:

"In our group reading session, I'm practicing the strategies the teacher showed us. As we read
together, I'm underlining key points, writing questions, and making notes in the margins of my
text. I'm thinking about what's important and what I'm curious about."

Applying Strategies with Peers:
"Now, I'm working with a partner to apply these reading strategies. We're reading a section
together and discussing our annotations. We're helping each other understand the text better
and clarifying any confusing parts. It's helpful to see how my peer is annotating and to compare
our thoughts."

Using Strategies Independently:
"I'm reading the next section on my own, applying the annotating strategies we learned. As I
read, I'm underlining important points, writing down my questions, and noting connections.
After I finish, I'm taking a moment to reflect on how these strategies helped me understand the
text better and how I can improve.”

INSTRUCTIONAL ROUTINE AND EXAMPLES
Teacher Steps Student Steps

1.Demonstrate various active reading strategies
such as annotating. 

1.Practice the demonstrated reading
strategies in a group setting.

2. Guide students through a shared reading,
applying these strategies together.

2. Apply strategies such as annotating
in partnership with peers.

3. Observe and assist students as they apply
strategies independently, providing specific
feedback. 

3. Use strategies independently and
reflect on their effectiveness.

EXAMPLE TEACHER AND STUDENT LANGUAGE
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Teacher Steps (I do, we do, you do):
I Do: Lead the reading of a challenging passage,
modeling purpose, metacognition and gaining
meaning to building knowledge. Note: This is a
great opportunity to model fluent reading and not
read the entire text to the students. The students
need to do the heavy lifting of reading complex
text.  
We Do: Ask a few students to read a challenging
part of the text and model their purpose,
metacognition and gaining meaning to build
knowledge. Prepare initial and follow-up questions
to support the students. 
You Do: Students read independently, in small
groups or in partnership to read aloud and discuss
the text among themselves. Note: It is imperative
that students do as much of the reading of the
complex text as possible. This will help them
increase their literacy skills and build knowledge. 

Student Steps (I do, we do, you do):
I Do: Students listen attentively as the teacher
reads, following along with their own text.
We Do: Students take turns reading aloud to the
class and discussing as a group. Ask for volunteers
until the class has heard a few good models. Do not
make this into a round robin whole class reading. 
You Do: Independently or in pairs or small groups,
students read sections to each other and share
their interpretations.

Scaffold Ideas: Pair students strategically for partner
reading, matching higher and lower proficiency
readers, and provide discussion questions to guide
their interaction.

Additional Resources for Read the Text: 
Instructional Routine Cards p. 34-37
Purposeful Partners - Strive Blog Linked
Reading Complex Text in Different                           
Disciplines p. 26-28 

Note: Explain to students how real experts read and
the challenges and desired outcomes of reading
complex text in different disciplines. 

DURING READING
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Teacher's Script
Conducting a Read-Aloud Section of Text:

"Class, let's begin with me reading aloud a section of the text. I want you to listen carefully
as I read. Pay attention to how I express the words and phrases, and how I engage with the
text. This will help you understand the flow and rhythm of the language."

Facilitating Shared Reading:
"Now, we will move to a shared reading session. I will read a sentence or paragraph, and
then I'd like one of you to continue reading. After each section, we'll pause for a brief
discussion. Think about what the text means and how it connects to what we've learned."

Supporting Pair and Small Group Reading:
"Next, I'd like you to form pairs or small groups. Each group or pair will read a section of the
text together. Discuss what you read with your group members. Focus on understanding
the content and expressing your thoughts about it. I'll walk around to assist and listen to
your discussions."

Student's Script
Listening During Read-Aloud:

"I'm listening attentively to the teacher's read-aloud. I'm following along in my text and
paying attention to how the teacher reads fluently, noting the tone and expression used."

Participating in Shared Reading:
"Now it's my turn to read aloud. I'll read a section and then listen to my classmates as they
read. After each section, I'll participate in the discussion, sharing my understanding and
listening to others' interpretations."

Collaborating in Small Groups:
"In my group, we take turns reading parts of the text. We're discussing what we read,
asking each other questions, and sharing our thoughts. I'm contributing to the discussion
and listening to my peers' perspectives."

INSTRUCTIONAL ROUTINE AND EXAMPLES
Teacher Steps Student Steps

1.Conduct a read-aloud session, modeling fluent
reading and engagement.

1.Actively listen during the teacher's
read-aloud and follow along.

2. Facilitate a shared reading session with
guided discussions. Release reading of text to
all students as soon as possible. 

2. Engage in shared reading, taking
turns to read aloud and discuss.

3. Monitor and support students as they read in
pairs or small groups, discussing the text
together.

3. Collaborate with peers in reading
and discussing the text in small
groups. 

EXAMPLE TEACHER AND STUDENT LANGUAGE
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Teacher Steps (I do, we do, you do):
I Do: Summarize the main points of the text or
section of the text, highlighting (emphasizing and
/or annotating) the central message and themes.
Note: Explicitly teach this until most students no
longer need the I do and/or we do.  Move from
summarizing to paraphrasing as students
become more skilled and as appropriate for the
text and learning objectives. 
We Do: Together, create a class summary on a
shared document or board. 
You Do: Students write individual summaries,
incorporating vocabulary and concepts discussed
with a different section of text or a new text while
the teacher monitors and provides support. 

Student Steps (I do, we do, you do):
I Do: Students identify the main points and
central message of the text.
We Do: In groups, students collaborate to create a
collective summary or visual representation.
You Do: Students write their own summary or
reflection, connecting the text to their personal
experiences or prior knowledge.

Scaffold Ideas: Use summary frames or paragraph
frames to help students structure their summaries
clearly and coherently.

Additional Resources for Summarize and
Paraphrase: 

Instructional Routine Cards p. 34-37 
Summarizing TA p. 43-44 
Summarize p. 22
Paraphrase p. 22

AFTER READING
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Teacher's Script
Summarizing Main Points:

"Let's summarize the key points of our text. I'll start by highlighting the central themes
and messages. Pay attention as I demonstrate how to concisely capture the essence of
what we've read."

Co-Constructing Class Summary:
"Now, let's work together to create a class summary. We'll use a sentence/paragraph
frame to organize our thoughts. Think about the main ideas and how we can best
articulate them in our summary."

Guiding Individual Summaries:
"It's time for you to write your individual summaries. Reflect on the main points and
themes, and write a summary incorporating your understanding and insights."

Student's Script
Identifying Key Points:

"I'm identifying the key points and themes from the text. I'm thinking about what
stood out to me and what the main message was."

Collaborating on Class Summary:
"In our class discussion, I'm contributing ideas for our collective summary. We're using
a sentence/paragraph frame to help structure our thoughts."

Writing Personal Summaries:
"Now, I'm writing my own summary. I'm including the main ideas and expressing them
in my own words, integrating my understanding of the text. I’m using
sentence/paragraph frames if I need them.”

INSTRUCTIONAL ROUTINE AND EXAMPLES

EXAMPLE TEACHER AND STUDENT LANGUAGE

Teacher Steps Student Steps

1. Summarize the text's main points,
highlighting central messages.

1. Identify key points and themes from
the text.

2. Work with students to co-construct a class
summary. Use a sentence or paragraph frame
as needed. 

2. Collaborate with classmates to
summarize the text's main ideas.

3. Guide students as they create their individual
summaries.

3. Write personal summaries,
integrating their understanding and
insights.
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Teacher Steps (I do, we do, you do):
I Do: Pose thoughtful, open-ended questions
about the text and offer interpretations.
We Do: Conduct a whole-class discussion where
each student shares their thoughts and
questions and moves into small group
discussion as soon as possible. Avoid hand
raising and use warm calling.
You Do: The teacher monitors and provides
support as students prepare their own
questions for a peer-led discussion or debate.

Student Steps (I do, we do, you do):
I Do: Students think about responses to the
teacher's questions, maybe referring to notes or
a graphic organizer. 
We Do: In small groups, students discuss their
questions and responses.
You Do: Each student leads a small group
discussion using prepared questions.

Scaffold Ideas: Offer discussion cards with pre-
written questions to guide peer discussions,
ensuring that all students can participate
meaningfully.

Additional Resources for Discuss and Question
Instructional Routine Cards p. 34-37 
Questioning p. 23
Initial and Follow-Up Questions p. 

AFTER READING
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INSTRUCTIONAL ROUTINE AND EXAMPLES

Teacher's Script
Initiating Discussions:

"Let's delve into a discussion about the text. I'll start with some open-ended
questions to get us thinking. Remember to refer back to the text for evidence when
you share your thoughts."

Facilitating Class Discussions:
"As we discuss, I encourage you to take the lead in the conversation. Consider
different perspectives and text evidence. Let's have a rich and respectful dialogue."

Supporting Peer Discussions:
"Now, you'll prepare and lead discussions in small groups. Think about questions that
will deepen your understanding of the text."

Student's Script
Engaging with Questions:

"I'm engaging with the teacher's questions, thinking deeply about the text. I'm
sharing my thoughts and using the text to support my ideas."

Participating in Group Discussions:
"In my small group, I'm actively participating in our discussion. I'm taking on
different roles, like facilitator or note-taker, to contribute meaningfully."

Developing and Leading Peer Discussions:
"I'm preparing my own questions about the text. I'm leading a discussion with my
peers, asking thoughtful questions, and exploring different viewpoints."

Teacher Steps Student Steps

1. nitiate discussions with open-ended
questions about the text. 

1. Engage with the teacher's questions
and contribute to the class discussion.

2. Facilitate class discussions, encouraging
student-led dialogue referring to text evidence.
Use questioning and discussion protocols. 

2. Participate in small group
discussions, taking on various roles.
Follow questioning and discussion
protocols. 

3. Support students as they prepare and lead
their peer discussions.

3. Develop and ask their questions in
peer-led discussions, deepening their
understanding of the text.

EXAMPLE TEACHER AND STUDENT LANGUAGE
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Additional Active Reading Strategies (Before, During, and After Reading) p. 22-25
Questioning p. 22
Summarizing p. 22
Predicting p. 23
Connecting through Metacognition p. 23
Visualizing p. 24
Skimming and Scanning p.24
Reading Aloud p. 25

Complex Text in Different Disciplines p. 26-28
Content Specific Examples p. 29-33
Instructional Routine Cards p. 34-37
Initial and Follow-Up Questions with Sentence Starters p. 
Lesson Plan Template Example p. 38-39
Summarize and Paraphrase p. 43-44
Purposeful Partners 
Questioning and Sentence Starters p. 41-42
Vocabulary Ideas for Practice p. 46

TEACHERS

LEADERS
Note: All additional resources listed above for teachers

PREPARED Implementation Rubric p. 47-51
Support Plan Example p. 46

COACHES
Note: All additional resources listed above for teachers

Instructional Routine Cards p. 34-37
Professional Development Grab and Go: Prepared Framework Stations

Contact STRIVE for this resource. debbie@strivetlc.com 
Before, During, and After Reading Example “We Made Do” p. 52-53

ADDITIONAL STRIVE RESOURCES
Website: www.strivetlc.com 
Publications p. 54
Social Media p. 55
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Publications
Striving Writers- a system to plan,

teach, and measure student

success. Help your students and

teachers find writing success.

And more!

STRIVE has authored many resources that support

the implementation of evidence-based practices.

STRIVE’s Data System- a how-to

on planning, teaching and assessing

reading groups. Help your teachers

target reading instruction through

the analysis of data.

Blogs! STRIVE provides

some quick solutions to

problems we encounter

in education. Click here to

visit the website.

Coaching Handbook-Support

your instructional coaching

model with STRIVE’s “how-to”

on being an effective coach. 

STRIVE’s L.I.T.E.R.A.C.Y.-

Support your teachers, at all

levels, with access to high-

leverage literacy strategies.

Help students succeed by

implementing purposeful

literacy practices in all

academic content areas.

Newsletter- Subscribe to

STRIVE”s Newsletter for

updates, upcoming give-

aways and timely topics.
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STRIVE
Visit us on social media or on our

website to learn even more about

STRIVE.

Follow Us:

@strivetlc

@strivetlc

strivingreaders

STRIVE_TLC

Visit Us:
www.strivetlc.com/aboutus

info@strivetlc.com

https://www.strivetlc.com/about-us/

